Anapa, 6th September 2008
Wakeboarder score at the Cable Wakeboard World Championships in Anapa
The qualifications on Saturday present first favourites.
Already on Saturday 6th September it was finally determined who is qualified for the finals.
A short time after sunrise the Girls showed their actions on the glassy Black Sea. Joelle Feenstra from
Holland scored 60.50 points and is ready for the final.
But the 15 years old girl has got strong competitors: Sophie Cordery from England (58.00 points) is hot
on her heels. Aurie Brabänder from Germany achieved the 3. place (50.50 points) and will try to draw
them out of their shell.
In the category Boys Frederic von Osten (79.50 points) impressed the judges all along the line and will
defend his 1. place tomorrow. Connor Jones (UK) and Freddie Carter (UK) will not surrender (67.50 and
61.17 points) and will try to dispute Frederic’s position during the final.
The Junior Ladies presented crazy actions on their boards – the 16 years old Mayanka Jansen from Holland
scored 60.67 points and has got good chances to achieve the 1. place.
Victoria Young from England (49.33 points) is placed before Ginger Pfennings from Germany (46.17
points). But it’s still up in the air who will win. The ladies will rock it!
The Junior Men presented best performances, too. Lewis Cornwall and James Young (both from England)
achieved nearly unbeatable 74.83 and 72.17 points and promise their German combatants Tom Richter
(71.00 points) and Rene Konrad (58.17 points) a hot fight.
Chief Judge Tibor Althans was convinced by the performances of the Open Ladies and assessed Maxine
Sapulette from Holland with 75.33 points and the Hungarian favourite Kinga Horvath with 61.17 points.
Vanessa Pfaff from Germany is placed behind them (46.33 points) but she will show fight for her win as
perfect as usual.
The category Open Men will burn the Black Sea – the British CK Christian Koester (70.00 points), Devon
Nassif from South Africa (68.50 points), Efi Levy from Israel (65.67 points) und the wakeboarding-hero
from Austria, Daniel Fetz (65.33 points), will compete against each other. They promise that the world has
not seen such competition before. The guys will amaze Anapa!
“Rock the sea” – the Serb Zoran Smiljanic accepted this at face value. He achieved 65.00 points and sent
the Russian Sergey Ryazantsev (59.17 points) and Jurij Pashkov (46.00) to the 2. and 3. place.
The Masters Men will present spunky performances and great tricks.
This is pure wakeboarding-fascination!

Thrill and excitement – this is no prediction but a guarantee for the finals of the Ski Rixen Vostok Cable
Wakeboard World Championships 2008 in Anapa!!!
Pictures:
http://www.cablewakeboard.net/en/172/n93/

Live from the World Championships – the LIVE STREAM:
http://www.cablewakeboard.net/en/166/n167
www.lieuwma.eu/anapa/anapa_quicktime_web.zip
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